With more than 100,000 team members globally, Dell promotes an environment rooted in the entrepreneurial spirit with which the company was founded. Dell follows an open approach to technology innovation and believes technology is essential for human success. Life at Dell means collaborating with dedicated professionals with a passion for technology, developing solutions to help our customers, and investing in people to enable them to pursue a career that fulfills their potential. As well, a spirit of volunteerism contributes to local communities.

**PERKS AND CULTURE**
- Signing bonus
- Tuition reimbursement and training
- Health Coverage
- Wellness program
- Retirement plan
- Community/social outreach
- Sustainability/green initiatives

**EXAMPLES OF INTERESTING PROJECTS**
- Dell IT’s Dell Commerce Services: Buyer Experience team helped drive requirements definition, creation and delivery of features for a large scale, global e-commerce platform. (Intern)
- Dell IT’s Dell Commerce Services: Buyer Experience team helped drive requirements definition, creation and delivery of features for a large scale, global e-commerce platform. (Intern)
- Software Developer for a large Dell initiative to update and streamline applications for specially configured orders. Responsibilities include planning development design process for each piece of project, writing code and unit tests.
- Software Engineer on Infrastructure Architecture team, focusing on web development. Projects are ad hoc based on needs of team.
- Business Systems Analyst focusing on performance analytics for the IT Operations organization.

**CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES:**
[HTTP://JOBS.DELL.COM/CAREERS/STUDENT-JOBS](HTTP://JOBS.DELL.COM/CAREERS/STUDENT-JOBS)